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ABSTRACT
Our campus has serious but interesting problems associated with the waste of steam and water whose scale is truly impressive. By some measure 700 million gallons per year of water are lost in our steam system. I’ll detail some aspects of this problem and its many faces: (1) steam is lost going toward the buildings where it is used for heating, (2) water is lost in condensed steam that fails to return to the trigon facility, (3) makeup water must be purchased and purified, (4) chemicals are purchased and added to the makeup water, (5) water is lost into the storm drain system (approx. 1 million gallons per day into the river) and (6) additional fuel must be used to reheat the makeup water leading to additional campus emissions. Most importantly I will highlight how these are an opportunity for contributions from students and faculty to remediate this ongoing environmental problem - in part through a Provost Grand Challenge funded project. I hope for a discussion of what types of fluid metrology might be used or developed to triage our campuswide problem.
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